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Introduction

Project brief

Architects use design tools to design buildings, and almost all design tools are geared towards
the visual sense despite the use and experience of buildings being totally sensory. Pencils,
paper, screens, models and photographs only serve our eyes, with a few exceptions. The built
environment, however, can be touched, interacted with, moved within and much more. Not
only is there this gap in architects’ contemporary design methods, but these visual tools
themselves may actively persuade architects to make certain design decisions within the
tools’ visual agenda. These persuasions may be one of the most informative aspects of
contemporary architectural design, yet they often seem implicit and hidden to practicing
architects. The title of this thesis alludes to Louis Kahn’s ‘what do you want, brick?’ lecture.
Kahn spoke,

This is an opportunity to work on a project close to the lives of those who are, in part,
collaborators on this work: astronomers. Atop a mountain in Chile’s Atacama Desert sits the
Very Large Telescope (VLT), run by the European Southern Observatory (ESO). It is the
pinnacle of today’s ground-based telescopes, collecting data in both visible light and
infrared. 1 There are four main telescopes, each a few storeys tall, and a few smaller survey
telescopes adjacent. 2 It’s setting, in what is sometimes known as the driest place on earth,
makes it beguiling to visitors 3 who come to marvel at these strange space-age objects, the
telescopes, in such stark, hostile scenery, far away from anyone or anything.

‘If you ask brick what it wants it will say ‘well I like an arch’. And then you say 'but arches
are difficult to make, they cost more money, I think you can use concrete equally as well.' But
the brick says[…]'I like an arch.' It’s knowing what it can do, and [one should] respect that,
tremendously.’
1

This example is of the material world’s persuasive influence on design thinking. But can the
same not be asked of the optical tools an architect uses, such as pencils, paper, models,
photographs and now design software, computer graphics and render engines?
The idea that optical tools and methods influence the construction of reality is not news to
many fields, especially scientific ones. Astro-imaging, the practice of using optical tools to
analyse and photograph celestial subjects within the larger field of astronomy, is one of these
fields. Many of the findings regarding space observation are usually written in such a way as
to directly link the scientific findings to the optical methods used, as if the understanding of
spatial reality is inextricably tied to the method of observation and cannot be stated without.
Therefore, the optical tools and methods used in these astro-imaging processes are in
themselves generators of reality itself, not just observational by-standers. Perhaps the same
can be said of the architect’s optical toolsets. How can these tools become generative and
integral to the design of the architecture they attempt to investigate, as they do in astroimaging? How can these implicit undercurrents of architectural practice become explicitly
known?

On site is the Residencia: lodgings for the staff and visiting researchers. The Residencia is part
of the basecamp, a few hundred meters away from the telescopes themselves, which in
addition to the Residencia contains mainly service buildings. 4 Supposing that the Residencia
was never built, a new Residencia can be designed to act as a case study for the thesis aims
and gaps found in the literature review. Perhaps the lessons of astronomers can become useful
and insightful to the construction of spaces they themselves occupy.
The design process of this proposed Residencia is itself the method by which the implicit
ocularcentric persuasions of design practice can be made explicit. The proposal becomes
generated by ocularcentric processes, and through its architecture the proposal subsequently
sheds light on those same processes. This is done through studio insights into the
conventional channels of architectural design: computer rendering, orthographic drawing
and photography. In order to question these, they are to be compared against similar
ocularcentric methods within astro-imaging, since astro-imaging conventionally
understands the explicit persuasions of their tools on the construction of their observable
reality.

The proposal thus reveals the uncomfortable translation from
the ocular to the physical, resulting in an awkward
architecture, cumbersome and without version, fairly
undesirable to an occupant but highly desirable to a render
engine, pencil, sheet of paper, satellite, pair of eyes, model
photography camera…
Sophie Reed, Interview on astro-imaging workflows with Reed, Faculty at Princeton University, 2020.
Steffen Mieske, Interview on VLT operations with ESO’s Steffen Mieske, 2021.
3 Mieske.
4 Philipp Auer, Interview with Auer Weber Architects on the Paranal Residencia, 2021.
1
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1 Louis Kahn, ‘Louis Kahn at the 1972 International Design Conference of Aspen via the SCI-Arc Media Archive’ (Aspen, CO, USA, 1972)
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaUtcKqdL5E&t=1719s> [accessed 17 November 2021].
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The proposal is awkwardly caught...
Somewhere between the eye and the body
between double vision and a singular understanding
polygons and lines
the photographed scale and the drawn scale
coordinate locations and visual locations
pixels and vectors
grainy and smooth
virtual materials and real materials
the orthographic and the three-dimensional
the studio and the site
sensor and screen
intention and render

in an ocularcentric space…
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Proposal site

PROPOSAL SITE, VLT, CHILE

The Very Large Telescope (VLT) sits on a mountain (Cerro Paranal) in Chile’s Atacama Desert.
Down the mountain lies the basecamp, where the existing Residencia is located. Both are near
the Pan-American highway as well as various new roads which lead to other telescopes under
construction. The proposed Residencia is to sit along this highway itself, a ten-minute drive from
the VLT, where it connects to tourism more easily and serves as a domestic centre for future
telescope developments in the region, specifically to the east of the highway.
This is the proposal site. However,, the project is developed with site visits to proxy sites since
proxy sites are so key to the practices of site exploration within astro-imaging. Conventionally
in architectural practice, sites are not often treated as the testbed of design proposals themselves.
They are often neglected; the work moves into the realm of the studio. Architects use drawing
boards, digital Rhino space, render engines, paper, etc., as proxies of site geography/proposal
interfaces. These are ocularcentric spaces, they serve the eyes and not the body. To understand
the Residencia proposal’s site without visiting it (due to various restrictions including COVID19 border closures in Chile, institutional accessibility restrictions and hostile geographic
conditions) proxies can be used.
When an astronomer wants to study a specific celestial object, they first need to locate that object
(or at least an object(s) with similar attributes). This is done through a sky survey using less
powerful telescopes. The VLT has a few of these by the larger main telescopes. 1 Images of the sky
are collected and an AI program combs through the pixels to determine the locations of objects
with certain attributes desirable to the astronomer. 2 These objects are then peered into more
closely with the main telescopes. This optical method allows astronomers to gather sets of data
for similar objects, increasing the reliability of their results, all from one telescope facility on the
earth’s surface. In this way, observed celestial objects become proxies for an idealised celestial
object. This same method can be used in architecture to identify sites similar to the Residencia
site for use as a proxy. By using an AI tool designed to combine with Google Earth satellite maps,
when given a 5x5km map of the Residencia site, a designer can find similar sites of the same
footprint size all over the globe much like an astronomer’s AI programs can find proxy objects
all over the night sky. This AI tool found strong proxies in two accessible locations, Death Valley
National Park USA and Joshua Tree National Park USA. These proxy sites were used for the
model photography stages, and thus the ocular world of proxy architectural photography became
persuasive to design development, in all its awkward, clunky ways (see sections below on model
photography). By shooting at these locations which are so indistinguishable to a satellite, but are
more distinguishable to a person on site with a camera and model, a range of photographic
slippages became apparent between the sites.

1
2

Reed.
Mans Holmberg, Interview on astro-imaging workflows with Holmberg, PhD candidate at University of Cambridge, 2021.

PROPOSAL SITE

VLT
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PROXY SITE, DEATH VALLEY, USA

PROXY SITE, JOSHUA TREE, USA

PROPOSAL SITE
PROPOSAL SITE
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Method
Astronomer’s call these explicit persuasions on the construction of the observable universe the
‘signature of the instrument’; 1 i.e., the instrument’s own material composition which in turn
affects the composition of observable images from celestial objects. These might include
conditions such as light from a full moon bouncing around inside the telescope mirrors, or
manufacturing traces on the camera sensors. 2 Astronomers are required to question these
signatures in order to objectively understand how to mitigate against them 3 in the hope of finding
a uniformly objective version of observable reality, un-modulated. 4 Persuasions are more of an
architectural issue, slightly different to signatures. All persuasions start out as instrument
signatures, but since they’re found within a design industry, they go some way in persuading
architects to make certain creative decisions either implicitly or explicitly. In architectural terms
for example, a signature of an orthographic drawing would be the flat sheet, and the persuasion
would be the flatness of the sheet persuading the architect to design flat, orthogonal, elevational
surfaces. Astronomers, however, do not design the celestial objects they observe, but the
signatures of their instruments go some way in the construction of realities presented to the eye
of astronomers.
A further symmetry between astro-imaging and architecture is time oriented. Celestial subjects
are very distant, and therefore the light travelling to earth describes objects of the distant. While
astronomers observe these past objects, architects design future objects. In both fields, the subjects
that architects and astronomer’s deal with are temporally offset as well as spatially offset.
Astronomers understand the extent of instrument signatures through digital simulation
techniques. They will often run their physical observations alongside equivalent observations
simulated through computers to be able to make judgements about how the physical optics
persuade a different version of reality to the controlled version of reality in simulations. 5 Digital
simulation could therefore be a useful way to understand the signatures of architectural
instruments such as cameras and eyes when used with models and drawings respectively. This
requires the digital construction of a DSLR camera and pair of eyes for their use in simulations,
as well as an earth observation satellite (the kind used in Google Maps) in order to understand
the implicit persuasions of satellite photography used for larger scale context studies in
contemporary design projects, since Google Maps is now so ubiquitous in design practice for early
phase work. Through these simulations, the signatures of each optical tool should become clearer,
especially when used for the development of the Residencia project.

Reed.
Reed.
3 Reed.
4 Evans, p. 154.
5 Reed.
1
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A digitally constructed satellite. This can be
‘looked through’ in digital render space to
understand exactly how it is recording and
presenting the surface of the earth to those
interested in surveying the earth.
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This is a digital render of a satellite used to observe
the earth. Specifically, it is a TMA satellite. These
are used in Google Maps and similar. This satellite,
since it is a fully dimensioned version of a physical
TMA satellite, can be looked through in digital
render space, as render engines use ray path tracing
techniques which simulate physical ray paths. I.e., it
can be looked through and simulated in render space.
The image of a distant object reflects into the little
square on the left of the image. The contemporary
architect uses these satellites to preliminarily
understand their site without extensive surveying.

From the previous image, a massing proposal grows
at 1:500 on a drawn sheet. The satellite resolution
target defines the initial massing as this is the world
in which the project is understood at such a strategic
scale. Plan drawings persuade designers to extrude
wall heights into/out of the page. Since the satellite
views the site at a 30 degree angle (as satellites do), the
proposal is persuaded to extrude at 30 degrees. To the
satellite, and its 30 degree construction plane, this is
desirable. Chunks of pixel information become three
dimensional and flirt with the designer’s interest in
program, general arrangement, structure, etc.

This is a pair of eyes, also digitally simulated. The
image formed through the two eye lenses can be
found reflected onto a mirror and half mirror.
The lenses are almost perfect digital simulacra of
physical eyes. The reason these have been modelled
is due to a technique found in astro-imaging.
Astronomers commonly digitally simulate their
physical celestial observations, in parallel. It allows
them to understand what they call the ‘signature
of the instrument’, i.e., the material phenomena
of their optics which generate an altered version of
reality.

Already, a range of instrument signatures are
starting to define the site massing. These are the
beginnings of an uncomfortable translation from an
ocularcentric world to physical design intentions.
The pencil marks used to define boundaries in
the previous image have a presence of their own.
Line on paper is staple of design, and lines have a
thickness which corresponds to a scaled thickness
on the site they depict. It is possible to fit an entire
program within the width of a line, such as thin
hotel bathroom, which is imaged on the right. When
passed through the eyes simulation, the drawing
doubles, as do the architraves, wall linings, etc...

These signatures are important to understand
to be able to precisely find out how it is that our
ocularcentric tools modulate reality. In architectural
design, this understanding can be made through the
simulation of an earth-observing satellite, a pair
of eyes, and a camera used in model photography.
Between these three tools, the contemporary
architect designs the built environment. Design
stages are heavily ocularcentric. This is not a good
thing nor a bad thing, it is just the current state of
work. However, the persuasive agency of these tools
is only implicitly understood in practice.
These three tools, above, are used for three different
inquiries. The satellite to understand the site, camera
to understand models in model photography, and
the eyes to understanding drawing sheets. This
image shows two versions of the site. On the left, a
plan of the site as seen by the satellite. The satellite is
focussing on a satellite resolution target at the site’s
centre, used for its calibration. The optics are limited
to one pixel = 15x15m of site footprint (conventional
in survey optics). On the right, the same sheet but
run through the eyes simulation. The grid becomes
barrel distorted and duplicates softly horizontally
due to stereoscopy.

The proposal’s 1:500 presence defines its design
development. Scales are not simply sizes of drawings,
but are persuasive agents to the resolution of design
intentions. By using the camera simulation in render
space, it is possible to place the 1:500 model on site in
such a way as to replicate the image of the proposal
in the camera. Since the simulation is accurate of
a 35mm focal length DX format camera, the model
can be brought to site and photographed in the
same, correct, configuration by marking the model
with alignment markers to the camera’s viewfinder
and standing in the same station positions as the
simulation camera.
The model photography can therefore be accurately
replicated on site, revealing the presence of the
proposal within the camera. This was done with the
1:500 model, and two fragments of the 1:500 model
blown up to 1:100 and 1:20. Shown here is the 1:500.
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Site drawings such as this were required to give
instructions on the exact station point locations
(where the camera should be, where it should face
in terms of a compass bearing, etc..). The model can
then be arranged in front of the camera so that its
marks align with the camera’s viewfinder. Critically,
these drawings also document the location of where
the models project onto the site. I,e., the edges of the
model at the ground level can be determined with
GPS, and those coordinates can be recorded and fed
back into the render space site model to determine
how the model photography process is precisely
persuading how/where the models sit on site.

Interior spaces, such as this hotel room,
seemingly banal at first glance, make an uncanny
resemblance to architectural features. Grids
derived from orthographic logics, misaligned from
model photography processes, persuade spatial
arrangements that don’t quite seem fully considered.
Not surprising, since ocularcentric architectural
tools are not totally considerate of physical space.

This 1:100 fragment model (a lounge space within
the hotel’s interior) ended up at the foothills of a
nearby mountain, since the slightest of inaccuracy
between model and camera can project the model
into awkward places. The models are strewn across
the site in these strange places, and rendered in their
native render states as a reminder that their presence
on the screen/print is a determined by virtual optics.
This is why they’re coloured - the colours are the
bump maps of materials within the render engine.
This is how render engines understand material.

The plans allow a host of interior perspectives to
be teased out, such as this lobby space which was
translated from drawing to render in an effort to
translate ocularcentric practice to ocularcentric
immersion. Renders of these spaces are highly
scaleless. Default render cameras have dimensionless
‘sensors’, and so renders of full scale models might
as well be renders of scaled models, as they are
perspectivally identical. High resolution renders
give a goal to work towards - an architecture to
be attempted to be replicated, a function of their
honesty.

Moments like these are all recorded and can
be shown on this new massing drawing. The
massing has essentially been configured to suit the
persuasions of model photography. What was once a
1:100 fragment model of a hotel space now becomes a
nearly-kilometre wide folly, cast in place. Slippages
of awkwardness as determined by ocularcentric
processes of design stages.

Sticking one’s head in a model and using naked
eyesight would not allow this replication as eyes
themselves have dimensions. To replicate, a model
would need to be edited in situ. This model is
adjustable, to allow the viewer to edit the space, as
persuaded by their vision, to more closely match the
renders of the proposal.

All of these clashes, mappings, displacements and
oddities can be taken from this massing drawing
and dissected further, to reveal the architectural
possibilities baked within these uncomfortable
practices. This is where the eyes simulation
comes back, to investigate the sheet drawings
of these moments. It requires my studio wall to
become a drawing board, observed through the
eyes simulation. Digital model placements begin
to inform the drawn proposal, at the scale of the
occupant.

The result is a space that is persuaded to be edited by
eyesight. Now that the proposal has been investigated
at a set of scales and ocularcentric practices, the
entire set of work can then be translated into a
drawing set, manifesting a catalogue of implicit
ocularcentrism in architectural practice, baked into
a proposal.
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The proposed Residencia (C)
The proposal is intentionally ambiguous as to its materiality. Ocularcentrism in architecture
breeds this ambiguity, since representations of spaces consist of materiality associated with
line (graphite/inkjet/pixels), render surfaces (bitmaps), model materials (MDF, ply, board,
paint), etc. However, for the purposes of opening up a conversation about architectural
intention within a RIBA certification context, the proposal is a series of a steel-reinforced
precast concrete structures for the sake of generating a thermal mass. This type of structure
might tempt a curtain wall system (perhaps glazed), but in order to keep the thermal mass
high (see the Environmental section), the envelope will be constructed using concrete made
onsite from local aggregate (non-structural). This could be considered a form of curtain
wall. Local aggregate for low-cement content/rammed earth construction is a common
building material/technique in the desert region, usually used for single story vernacular
dwellings. In vernacular terms however, this material is uses as a load-bearing continuous
envelope without framing. This needn’t be the case with the introduction of steel for the
Residencia. The waste formwork from rammed earth (timber shuttering) will go towards
the timber detailing of non-critical detail connections such as louvers used for solar shading
purposes, and non-acoustically insulating internal partitions. Prior to this, since a substantial
portion of the massing is subterranean, the groundworks will be fairly extensive. Much of
the excavated earth will go towards the aggregate for the onsite concrete mix, and the
remaining ground must be prepared for the substantial loading of the concrete columns, with
RCC column footing abutments buried at depth and meeting the angles of the column square.
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Construction Sequence and Management

The following aim to mitigate health and safety risks during construction phases.
•
•

•

•
•

•

The highway allows easy construction access to the site office (3).
The site office is out of the way of site work (such as crane radii ) (1), and has a large
turning circle for HGVs (4), space for office containers, hook-ups to mains power
along the highway, hook ups to water deliveries, space for temporary waste
management/skips, and close access to the septic tanks/drainage fields that will be
permanently installed at a depth to the east of (3). These will be used during
construction and during the building’s occupancy.
Construction materials to be carried will not exceed 20kg per person, and all else shall
be craned into position with two internal climbing tower cranes within the lift cores
of the hotel and residencia (1).
For all excess excavated materials, these shall be distributed evenly along an open
space (2) out of the way of construction phases.
The formwork recycling station shall be located at (6), with easy access to the
highway and thus the site office, but out of the overhead dangers (1), with sufficient
container offices.
The proposal has an east-west L-01 procession (5) (level access, one level below
ground/highway). This will be constructed in an early phase to allow safe access
across the highway to both sides of the site, by foot.
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Fire Safety

There are three main masses. The east mass is the hotel (top of the drawing), housing guests
visiting the site. The west mass is the residencia (bottom of the drawing), housing long-stay
(up to two weeks) researchers and staff. The filling stations and service stations run along
the spine (north to south), occupied by retailers and suppliers, as well as customers. Each
mass as its own fire assembly point.
The proposal is sited along the highway, with emergency vehicles 1.5hrs away in Antofagasta.
The concrete frame, shielding the internal steel members, aims to reduce the rate of spread
of a fire and reduce damage to the structure. On site, there are wet risers from the mains
water from Antofagasta, as well as dry risers for emergency services. The risers are operated
from locations (2). Emergency vehicles may access the proposal along the highway, connect
to the risers, and keep at least 30m from the proposal envelope itself at location (2).

E a s t m a ss
A central circulation core in the center circulates occupants down from the hotel floors to the
assembly point to the east of the proposal.

West mass
The same circulation strategy as the east mass, with assembly points on the south and west
sides of the proposal. The west assembly point serves occupants of the subterranean car park
to the north of the west mass.
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